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               PUBLIC INTEREST TEST ON THE PROPOSED NEW  

                   BBC TELEVISION CHANNEL FOR SCOTLAND  

 

                    A submission by  

        Professor Robert Beveridge FRSA, University of Sassari, Sardinia. 

1. 

The proposal by the BBC to create and fund a BBC Television Channel for 
Scotland is long overdue and is very welcome 

It deserves the fullest possible support from the entire range of stakeholders 
in and across Scotland. It most certainly has mine. 

2. 

With regard to the specific questions I would wish to make the following 
points: 

(i) 

The extent to which the proposal contributes to the BBC’s mission to serve all 
audiences through the provision of high quality and distinctive output and 
services which informs, educates and entertains  

There has been unambiguous evidence, for many years, indeed for decades, 
that the audience in Scotland has been unhappy with the quality, salience and 
nature of programming which has represented and supposedly reflected 
Scottish society, culture(s) and identity/identities. 

This has not been only an issue in the “Groundhog Day” debate surrounding 
the Scottish Six and the reporting of the campaigns for and against political 
and national independence but is much deeper. 

There has been, in recent decades, a cultural renaissance in Scotland with 
vibrant output in publishing of fiction  -Think Scots Noir- Drama- the National 
Theatre of Scotland; the Scotland Street series by McCall Smith, history, 
political debate and discourse. 

The television industry in Scotland has signally failed engage with this and 
bring to the screen enough of the works of writers based in Scotland. 
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This proposal and the resulting performance needs to be judged against- not 
only the service licence which will be issued for BBC Scotland - but the extent 
to which the BBC and BBC Scotland are able to close the significant purpose 
gaps which have been identified and to restore trust with those elements of 
the audience in Scotland where it is lacking. 

(ii) 

The benefit to consumers who will use the service, as well as the wider social, 
democratic and cultural impacts  

The audience needs to be seen as more than consumers per se. It is also that 
case that there will undoubtedly be a wider economic benefit. When BBC 
Scotland relocated to Pacific Quay around a decade ago, there was much talk 
around PQ becoming an established ‘creative cluster ‘  reflecting the  
arguments of Richard Florida regarding the ‘Creative Class’ 

These aspirations have remained mostly just that and it is to be hoped that 
this new expenditure and investment can be used in ways which encourage 
new start ups and small independent players to get a foothold in the television 
industry. 

On a different scale, it would also be good to see more investment from the 
BBC in broadcasting in and from the capital, Edinburgh in time perhaps being 
able to utilise the new Pentland Studios once they commence production. 

(iii) 

The impact on competition in those markets affected by the proposal 
(including any positive impacts)  

The policies adopted by the BBC in respect of the potential for out-sourcing  
commissions to the independent sector means that the anticipated impact on 
competition is mostly positive rather than negative. 

Add in the fact that commissioning power will be centred in Scotland and this 
proposal will constitute a very welcome –albeit small- change in the balance 
of commissioning power. 

We are finally taking, nearly ten years later, some more steps towards 
meeting the recommendations of the Scottish Broadcasting Commission in 
2008. 
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(iv) 

Whether there are changes to the proposal which in your view might enhance 
public value or minimise adverse impact on competition  

NEWS 

I am not convinced that the addition of 80 journalists per se represents the 
best value for money or indeed public value. On what basis has this number 
been developed? 

Given the relatively low overall budget on offer for the channel, it might well be 
that 40 or 50 posts might be wider and the money freed be put to better 
purposes? After all, it needs to be remembered that the new 2100 news hour 
will be able to call upon the entire global resources of the BBC to produce 
news which resonates with audiences in Scotland. 

This number has the potential to distort the labour market and also could be 
said to constitute unfair competition for staffing as BBC Scotland would 
thereby become overwhelmingly the dominant news provider in Scotland with 
consequent dangers for plurality and competition in the Scottish News Market 
per se. 

The success of STV in developing news programming in the regional/local 
contexts together with their current affairs content is to be welcomed and has 
undoubtedly been achieved on a much lower cost base. 

BBC Scotland needs to consider how and why this has been and to apply the 
lessons to its own organisational structures and budgets. 

CONTENT 

Approximately 60% of the schedule will be new programmes made by the 
BBC, programmes commissioned from external producers and programmes 
acquired for audiences in Scotland. The rest of the channel schedule will be 
repeats or archive programmes which will resonate with Scottish audiences 

It will show a mix of programmes (including drama, comedy, documentaries, 
arts, entertainment, specialist factual, lifestyle, news and current affairs, music 
and sports) made in Scotland or acquired with Scottish audiences in mind.  

The channel will aim to develop new formats, new programmes and new 
talent.  

The launch of STV2 has shown what is possible. 

What is needed is programming which addresses the issue of cultural 
representation and reflection.  
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It could be, for example, that BBC Scotland could enter into co-productions 
with the main broadcasters in a number of countries, thus leveraging 
investment which doubles the budget and possible audiences. Thus a series 
which had programmes such as Scotland and Argentina; Scotland and Chile; 
Scotland and Norway etc could constitute an new hybrid genre with a 
potential success rather like ‘Coast” or railway journeys 

Such programming could include history, business relations, a 
travelogue/tourism section; cultural exchanges; all woven together with and 
through personal stories like a television version of Radio 4’s “From Our Own 
Correspondent 

As for addressing the important issue of cultural representation, the time has 
come to enable younger audiences to engage with the heritage of 
broadcasting in and for Scotland and encounter the varieties of representation 
beyond (but also including) Tartanry; Glasgow- No Mean City, Kailyard etc  
My experience with students over many years has demonstrated to me their 
limited knowledge of the debates around the representations of Scottish 
identities and culture. This leads to a democratic and civic deficit. 

Showing the seminal Peter Watkins documentary  ‘Culloden’ as well as John 
Gray’s BBC Scotland ‘West Highland’ and introducing students to the ideas 
and work of John Grierson – including his renowned STV series “This 
Wonderful World’  was entertaining, informative and educational for them 

The new BBC Scotland channel should immediately commission a series 
which looks at Scotland on Film and TV, in partnership with the Scottish Scree 
Archive and have a weekly slot showing films made in or about Scotland. 

For example; the film “The Rocket Post’ (2007) was seen by few on its 
cinematic release but deserves a much wider audience. 

In addition, given the heterogeneity of people living in Scotland. The new 
channel should also include- for example. programmes in Polish etc 

BBC ALBA 

Cross-commissioning opportunities are envisaged to lead to the provision of 
up to an additional 100 hours of content each year on BBC ALBA.  

This proposal would benefit from adopting the Scotland based production 
commitments made by then BBC Trust Chair Sir Michael Lyons and DG Mark 
Thompson around a decade ago. In other words, this additional 100 hours 
should be a floor and not a ceiling. 

As a consequence of this additional capacity, a new Gaelic weekend news 
bulletin will be introduced on BBC ALBA.  

Good. 


